WHY JOIN US

● You are part of an aspiring new chair that is dedicated to shape digital finance
● High self responsibility: bring your own ideas and shape your work
● Get to know cutting edge technologies used by FinTechs
● Agile, start-up like working experience
● Work flexibly and remotely
● And most important: Have fun working in a young, dynamic & interdisciplinary team!

YOUR PROJECT

We are looking for project students (m/f/d) in full- or part-time to support us in building a knowledge base on behavioral household finance for our very own financial aggregator. Your tasks will be:

● Identify and prioritize relevant content on behavioral household finance for private consumers via ahrefs
● Develop corresponding content and design the knowledge base
● Create a landing page to test the content and design in a real-world scenario

WHO YOU ARE

● High interest and motivation to learn about finance and technology
● Outstanding analytical skillset, with the ability to break down complex issues
● Team player with a self-driven personality and a hands-on approach

If this sounds interesting to you, send your CV and transcript to Emanuel & Leonard.
We are looking forward to meeting you!